QUIZ 3A: Expressions of Quantity

I. Complete the sentences with all of, almost all of, most of, some of, or none of.

1. \(1,2,3,4,5,6:\) ______________________________________ these numbers are odd.

2. \(2,4,6,7,8,10,12:\) ______________________________________ these numbers are even.

3. \(\phi, \lambda, \alpha, \Omega, \pi, \infty:\) ________________________ these symbols are English letters.

4. \(\varphi, \uparrow, \downarrow, Z, \Theta, \Delta, \theta:\) ________________________ these symbols are English letters.

5. \(1,3,5,6,7,9,11,13:\) ______________________________________ these numbers are odd.

6. \(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I:\) ______________________________________ these letters are vowels.

7. \(A,E,I,O,Y,W:\) ______________________________________ these letters are vowels.

8. \(\varepsilon, \varphi, +, \?, F, \sqrt{\cdot}, =:\) ______________________________________ these are math symbols.

II. Make sentences from the given words and phrases.

1. one of my \ teacher \ be \ Maria Claudia

2. none of the \ student \ in my class \ understand \ the new math topic

3. one of my \ book \ be \ red

4. Disney World \ be \ one of my favorite \ place \ in the world

5. none of the \ furniture \ in this room \ be \ soft and comfortable

6. one of my favorite \ movie \ be \ Ratatouille